SOCIAL MEDIA TOOLKIT
Call for Membership 2021
Hashtags & Handles: #GYA, @GlobalYAcademy
Message:
Our call for a GYA membership from 2021 is open until 15 September 2020 (22h:00 UTC).
The GYA is a global organisation that places a high value on its diversity. We encourage applications
from all qualified candidates. All applicants receive consideration and will not be discriminated
against with regard to race, colour, ethnicity, religion, creed, sex, marital status, ancestry, sexual
orientation, gender identity or expression, physical or mental disabilities, or other factors. We
especially encourage women and applicants from different minority groups, and from diverse
disciplines including the natural, physical and social sciences as well as the arts and humanities
and people working in government, industry, and non-governmental sectors to apply.
More information on how to apply and our online application form can be found here
http://globalyoungacademy.net/call-for-new-members/.
About the Global Young Academy:
Founded in 2010, the Global Young Academy (GYA) is an organisation of 200 diverse researchers
across disciplines who are selected for five-year terms based on their scientific excellence and their
commitment to using their research to make the world a better place. It presently has members
and alumni from 86 countries, who are passionate about the role of science in creating a better
world. We strive for the highest quality and impact in our activities. For more information on the
Global Young Academy or its programmes, please visit www.globalyoungacademy.net.
Help us to reach outstanding young scientists around the globe:
Spread the word and share these graphics, tweets and posts as well as the call flyer over relevant
mailing lists until 15 September 2020.

Examples of Social Media messages:
"The GYA is an ever-growing family of bright young minds where disciplines, nationalities, cultures
and ideas mingle and long-lasting bonds of fellowship are established. It is a tapestry with a niche
for each one, but emerging as a beautiful whole." – Anindita Bhadra, India, Animal Behaviour
"Joining GYA was the most liberating thing that happened in my career, as now I can freely
exchange ideas with most talented and enthusiastic scholars from all over the world active in all
kinds of scientific areas.” – Alexander Kagansky, Russia, Molecular Biology
“The GYA is a hub for ideas to incubate and actions to take shape thanks to the friendly and
inspiring environment created by a group of young scientists willing to contribute to the creations
of a better world.” – Clarissa Rios Rojas, Netherlands, Molecular Biology / Policy Making
"Being connected in a global network of young researchers, in a multicultural, interdisciplinary
environment, broadens our perspective and gives power and voice to our ideas." – Gonzalo
Tornaría, Uruguay, Mathematical Sciences
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"The GYA is an outstanding example of interdisciplinarity in action. Tremendous energy and
lasting friendships come from our collaborations.” – S. Karly Kehoe, Canada, Humanities
“The GYA pursues the goal of finding solutions to global problems through science. Being part of
that community has rewarded me with valuable skills; social, cultural and scientific.” – Ghada
Bassioni, Egypt, Physical Sciences
“Facing global as well as local problems together, we can achieve more than I ever thought was
possible.”– Mihaela Zigman (alumna) / Germany, Life Sciences
“My social science perspective has been of enormous value to the GYA work. I strongly encourage
other social scientists to join us.” – Karen Lorimer / Scotland / Law, Economics and Social
Sciences

Facebook:
The GYA is a place where new ideas are welcome. Members from all over the world encourage
each other to reach for quality, originality, and excellence. Become part of the Global Young
Academy: apply by 15 September 2020 – http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
The Global Young Academy (GYA) is looking for young scholars who combine excellence in
research with a demonstrated passion for delivering positive social impact. The GYA call for new
members is open until 15 September 2020 – http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
The GYA is a place where new ideas are welcome. Members from all over the world encourage
each other to reach for quality, originality, and excellence. Become part of the Global Young
Academy: apply by 15 September 2020 – http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
In the Global Young Academy, members work together on projects that none of them could
achieve on their own. Members share interest, expertise and resources around the globe and
cross-disciplinary and national boundaries for forward thinking research. Join our network of
outstanding young scientists: apply by 15 September 2020 – http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
The Global Young Academy especially encourages applications from the Humanities and Social
Sciences. Apply by 15 September 2020 - http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT.
Become part of our global community and join the #GYA. Apply by 15 September 2020 http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
Being a Global Young Academy member is a formative experience. The GYA provides its members
with opportunities to develop their skills in leadership, motivation, cultural awareness, and selfpresentation.
Become a member of the GYA! Hand in your application by 15 September 2020 –
http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
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Twitter:
Call for membership is open to 15 September 2020 – apply now & become part of sth great http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
.@GlobalYAcademy deadline for membership applications 15 Sept – apply now:
http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
.@GlobalYAcademy is looking for excellent young scholars to join GYA in 2021. Apply by 15 Sept
2020 - http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
.@GlobalYAcademy is looking for applications from young scholars combining research excellence
with passion for impact - http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
.@GlobalYAcademy is the voice of young scientists around the world. Apply to become a member
by 15 Sept 2020 - http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
.@GlobalYAcademy is a place for creative discussion and innovative ideas. Apply for membership
now - http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
You believe that science & research can change the world for the better? Apply for membership
@GlobalYAcademy by 15 Sept 2020 - http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
Convinced that science can change the world for the better? Apply as member @GlobalYAcademy
by 15 Sept 2020 - http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
The @GlobalYAcademy is a place where new ideas are welcome. Apply by 15 Sept 2020 http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
Achieve more than you ever thought was possible: Apply @GlobalYAcademy by 15 Sept 2020http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
.@GlobalYAcademy members encourage each other to push for originality and excellence. Join us!
Apply by 15 Sept 2020- http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
Your research confronts global challenges? Face them jointly & apply @GlobalYAcademy by 15
Sept 2020 - http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
.@GlobalYAcademy unites interests, expertise and resources across nations & disciplines. Apply
by 15 Sept 20 - http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
.@GlobalYAcademy develops skills in leadership, motivation, and cultural awareness. Apply by 15
Sept 2020- http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
.@GlobalYAcademy opens up a network of researchers around the globe. Apply by 15 Sept 2020http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
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.@GlobalYAcademy promotes closer interactions among cultures and disciplines. Apply by 15 Sept
2020- http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
"Joining @GlobalYAcademy was a life-changing experience.” (Sameh Soror) Change your life &
lives of others. Apply: http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
The @GlobalYAcademy encourages applications from the Humanities and Social Sciences. Apply
by 15 Sept 2020- http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
What does it mean to be a #GYA member? Find out and apply @GlobalYAcademy by 15 Sept 20http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
You are a young scholar passionate about Science Education & Outreach? Apply to
@GlobalYAcademy by 15 Sept 2020 - http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
You are a young scholar passionate for Open Science? Apply to @GlobalYAcademy by 15 Sept
2020 - http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
You are a young scholar passionate about improving the research environment? Apply to
@GlobalYAcademy by 15 Sept 2020 http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
You feel like scientific evidence should meet policy making? Apply to @GlobalYAcademy by 15
Sept 2020 - http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT
You are a young scholar who wants to impact policy makers? Apply to @GlobalYAcademy by 15
Sept 2020 http://bit.ly/1JA8TGT

Membership Call 2021 for download:
www.globalyoungacademy.net/call-for-new-members

Images:
The GYA provides pictures free of charge for editorial use in reporting on the Call for Membership
for 2021 in a gallery: https://www.flickr.com/photos/116363606@N07/
If you re-use the photos, please credit the photographer (photographer © information can be
found below each photo when clicked on).
If you need images in high resolution, please contact the GYA Office at
media@globalyoungacademy.net
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